FINGER POSTS
Finger posts are used in parks, nature reserves and public open spaces to help direct and inform visitors. A carefully planned
scheme can provide a discreet but effective way to direct visitors and potentially influence their behaviour.
The leaflet introduces our most popular finger post options with materials available being oak, treated softwood, aluminium
and recycled plastic. A range of other directional products are shown overleaf.

WOODEN FINGER POSTS
Produced in a choice of either oak or pressure treated softwood timber finger posts are normally supplied with square posts.
The text will be routed into the finger arms and painted to an agreed colour. The finger arms will be morticed into the posts
to provide a robust and durable fixing.

OTHER TIMBER OPTIONS INCLUDE:

Oak finger post

Treated softwood

Freestanding

Round posts

Shaped arms

Aluminium finger post

METAL FINGER POSTS
Normally supplied with powder coated aluminium posts. The arms can be a choice of
self-adhesive vinyl applied to an aluminium arm or, if vandalism is a major concern, use
our Encapsulated Glass Reinforced Plastic printing process. Both finger options are fitted
to the post with aluminium brackets.

OTHER METAL OPTIONS INCLUDE:
Heritage finish

Finials

Multiple arms

RECYCLED PLASTIC
Recycled plastic can be supplied with either a black or oak style finish. Both options are
supplied with square posts. The text will be routed into the finger arms and painted to
an agreed colour. The finger arms will be morticed into the posts to provide a robust
and durable fixing.

OTHER RECYCLED OPTIONS INCLUDE:
Ladder signs

Light oak

OTHER DIRECTIONAL PRODUCTS INCLUDE:
Waymarker posts

Entrance feature

Large bollards

Small bollards

Routed bollards

Routed bollards

Decorative directional sign

Wooden routed markers

HOW TO ORDER
For most clients we prepare a formal quotation to match
your needs. This page provides an introduction to directional
signs but please either email your particular specification or
call to chat through the options. We can accept instructions
to proceed by email and normally raise an invoice when the
signs have been despatched.

Shelley Signs Limited, 54 Cartmel Drive,
Harlescott, Shrewsbury, Shropshire SY1 3TB
Telephone: 01743 460996
Email: sales@shelleysigns.co.uk
Web: www.shelleysigns.co.uk

